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President's Message
Luis Padilla
Welcome to our spring edition of the Ropecord News!
First, a thank you. The association is working on a number of
initiatives and the progress being made would be impossible
without the time and commitment of our members. Thank you
to everyone who participates. The association does great work
because of you.
I would like to take this opportunity to specifically highlight the
members of CIRTS. The CIRTS committee continues to do
great work in tackling some of the most challenging subjects.
The committee requires a great deal of work and time, above and beyond the time for other CI
technical committees. Most recently it held a meeting in Brussels in conjunction with ISO meetings.
I would like to thank the members of CIRTS for going the "extra mile" with their work on CIRTS. I
would also like to thank their employers for investing their time and resources on this committee.
The CIRTS members and corresponding companies are:
Chair: Danielle Stenvers - Samson
Vice-chair: Rigo Bosman - DSM Dyneema
Sarah Padilla - Cordage Institute's Technical Director
Antonio Freitas - Lankhorst
Loet Hoppe - I-Coats
Wes Conger - Cortland
Ko Arts - Teijin Aramid
Roland Dornetshuber - Teufelberger
Tim Hunter - Bridon
Keith Buzzell - Yale Cordage
The board has finalized a number of proposed changes to our bylaws which will be brought up for
a vote at our annual meeting in May. I encourage all of you to attend this meeting and participate in
the related discussions and vote. The annual meeting is also a great venue to discuss the direction
and activities of the association and I would like to ask all who attend to spend time talking to a
board member. Let us know what is working and not working; how can we make our association

better; or just chat about the great venue. Speaking of the venue, the meeting will take place at the
Rancho Bernardo Inn in San Diego, California on May 21 through 23. I hope to see you there!
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Cordage Institute Happenings

Attend the 2018 Annual Conference in Sunny San Diego, CA!
This May, the Cordage Institute will be traveling to the Rancho Bernardo Inn in San Diego,
California for the 2018 Annual Conference! The program will feature technical working group
meetings, a meeting of the Technical Committee, the annual business meeting, a technical seminar
and, of course, the Annual Golf Tournament and plenty of other networking opportunities.

Winter Technical Meeting Report
The Cordage Institute's Technical Committee had a
well-attended and productive meeting on January
30-31, 2018 at the Philadelphia International
Airport Hotel in Philadelphia, PA. Eight Technical
Subcommittees, as well as the Committee for
International Rope Testing Standards (CIRTS), met
and the following reports were provided when the

full Technical Committee convened during the meeting.
Continue Reading>>
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Knots & Notes
by Sarah Padilla, Cordage Institute Technical Director
Back by popular demand, the Knots and Notes section of RopecordNews will inform you of the
standards being developed by the Cordage Institute, as well as by other industry organizations. As
we develop this section of the newsletter, please let us know what type of content is of interest to
you by sending an email to sarah@ropecord.com or info@ropecord.com.

Standards Update
Updates from the Cordage Institute Standards
Subcommittees on how things are progressing
since the last newsletter.

The Standard Review
Updates from other standards bodies that are
relevant to the cordage industry.

IMCA
IMCA members will be forming a working group
Standards published:
in 2018 to further review what test methods
CI 2003 - Comparative Reference: Fibers should be used to determine Minimum Breaking
Load and to gain consensus on how to calculate
for Cable, Cordage, Rope and Twine
MBL. Currently there are standard test methods
on how to conduct a break test, but very little on
Standards set for board review at the next
how the test data should be reported or how the
meeting:
MBL should be derived from this break test.
Customers purchase slings with a stated MBL,

but if there is no guidance for setting that MBL,
there could be a risk that the product does not
meet the customer's intended performance
CI-1907 - Standard: High Strength HMPE criteria. As such:
Fiber Rope, 12-Strand Braid
An agreed formula for MBL should be
Constructions
determined. The goal being that there
should be a mutually agreeable
Standards out for internal ballot:
quantifiable confidence percentage of
meeting the stated MBL. The splice
CI-1805 - This document is available for
should be noted and considered in the
internal ballot until April 25, 2018.
derivation of the MBL. If a sling is
Research Help:
manufactured from rope and a different
splice used, then there should be data
CIRTS (Committee for International Rope
showing that the splices are equivalent or
Testing Standards) is collecting existing
not. Guidance should be given as to how
papers, standards, and other published
this equivalence should be demonstrated.
works that relate to Abrasion Testing and
If no break test data is available for a
Test Methods. If you have any published
sling, then guidance should be given as
papers or standards that you can share
to how data from slings of similar sizes
with the committee, please forward them
and construction can be used to
on to the CI Technical Director:
determine breaking load.
sarah@ropecord.com
D/d - Agree on a methodology to
determine fibre sling bend reduction
Are you interested in helping with Standards at
factors.
CI, but don't know where to get started? The
following are some Standards that could be a
good place to get started. Please contact Sarah Guidelines for safe mooring for all ships
if you are interested. If we do not find volunteers The International Maritime Organization or IMO
now, we will also be asking again at the next
correspondence group working on amendments
meeting in May.
to SOLAS (Safety Of Life At Sea) Regulation II1/3-8 and supporting guidelines for safe mooring
Small Cords and Twine Subcommittee
operations submitted their reports to the IMO
needs a new Chair. There are 4
Ship and Design Committee or SDC 5 in
Standards within this Subcommittee's
October 2017. In response, OCIMF submitted a
scope. First drafts have been written for comment paper to SDC 5 that recommended
review back in 2014. We need someone the revised SOLAS regulation includes mooring
lines and the term Human Centered Design. The
to Chair this subcommittee and help
paper was co-sponsored by Antigua and
these Standards finish their reviews.
Barbuda, Liberia, Panama, Marshal Islands,
ICS, BIMCO, ICHCA, INTERTANKO, SIGTTO
and Nautical Institute.
CI-1906 - Standard: HMPE Fiber Rope,
12-Strand Braid Constructions

Continue Reading>>
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Member News and Press Releases
Weaving Corporation of America
Launches
Industry Veterans Form Industrial
Weaving Company
Weaving industry veterans Curtiss Burdette and Tommy Lee announced the formation of Weaving
Corporation of America (WeaveCorp™). The new company will serve the rigging, cargo-control
and specialty webbing markets. WeaveCorp managing partners Burdette and Lee, along with
shareholders of Liftex Corporation, partnered to acquire the weaving and dyeing assets of Liftex in
forming the new company.
Vice President of Sales/Managing Partner Tommy Lee stated, "We are very excited to have this
opportunity in an industry we've been part of for many years. The company has been structured
with a foundation of experienced team members who are dedicated to serving all facets of our
customer's needs." Lee added, "The coupling of our dedication to service with our vast experience
producing quality webbing products allows us to offer compelling value to our customers."
Vice President of Operations/Managing Partner Curtiss Burdette stated, "WeaveCorp is fortunate
to have attracted a talented team of experienced weaving professionals. Our people have decades
of experience weaving high-quality industrial textiles. I'm excited to work with them in exceeding
our customers' needs through unmatched service, and the development of new products for this
industry."
About Weaving Corporation of America: WeaveCorp™ is a narrow fabrics company based in
Piedmont, South Carolina. Established in 2018, the company weaves nylon and polyester webbing
used in industrial lifting slings, round slings, cargo control straps and many other uses.
We invite you to visit us at www.weavecorp.com as we update and complete our website.

Pfeifer and Gleistein Join
Forces
Leading International Rope
Specialists Secure Strategic
Cooperation to Join Sales and
Development

Thomas Schlätzer, Jan Paul, Gerhard Pfeifer and Klaus
Walther (from left to right)

It is no secret that "wire ropes of the future" will continue to be increasingly produced using
synthetic fibers. High-performance ropes made of high-tech textile fibers weigh just a fraction and
are easier to handle than their steel-wire based counterparts while delivering performance
attributes that are on par. It is upon this backdrop that Gleistein Ropes and the Pfeifer Group have
now concluded a strategic partnership agreement.
Pfeifer, based in Memmingen, southern Germany, is a leading specialist in wire rope
manufacturing, assembly, and applications, with annual sales of 260 million euros. With a view to
tapping into future-oriented development potentials, Pfeifer initiated talks with Gleistein Ropes last
year. The goal was to establish a foundation upon which a strategic partnership could be built. With
its innovative strength and state-of-the-art production facilities for all types of fiber ropes, Gleistein
Ropes from Bremen, northern Germany, is an ideal partner for Pfeifer. The focus of future joint
development activities will chiefly involve fiber rope innovations for numerous industrial applications
that - until now - were largely the domain of wire rope solutions.
Both companies look back on centuries of operation as family enterprises that are rich in tradition.
They share a common understanding of corporate values and offer solutions of qualitative and
technological excellence. In November 2017, the cooperation was contractually concluded with the
signing of the comprehensive agreement. As an additional new partner, Pfeifer simultaneously also
takes over a 25% stake in Gleistein Ropes.
Continue Reading>>

Yale Cordage Acquires
Sahm Splice Test Bed
Yale Cordage is proud to announce its
latest acquisition. This Sahm Splice test
bed has the capacity for destructive and
non-destructive testing of synthetic rope,
wire rope, shackles, chain, and slings up
to 1,300,000 pounds (600t) in tensile. It
also has a low-range capacity of up to
250,000 pounds (125t). Importantly, this
test bed has a maximum test sample length of 116 feet with a 15 foot stroke, making it one of the
largest and most capable test beds in the eastern United States.
For our heavy lift customers worldwide, this means a dramatic reduction in delivery times for our
Fortis² Heavy Lift Slings and Loups. We will continue to produce Loups and Fortis² Slings to order,
but will also begin stocking commonly used lengths and capacities.
Fortis² Slings are heavy-lift, multipart slings made with our Unitrex™ XS Max Wear synthetic cable
that has a core of Honeywell Spectra® fiber encased with neoprene and a tough braided jacket of
high-tenacity polyester. The result is a heavy-lift sling of Unitrex™ XS that has the durability and
stiffness of a wire rope sling at a fraction of the weight, with capacities up to 225T in vertical based
on a 5:1 design factor.
Loups are the most efficient synthetic slings available, and are far lighter than steel or conventional
round slings. Loups can be made as small as 3" and as large as 5M pounds tensile. Because the
strength member is a single piece of rope end-for-end spliced to itself, the smaller diameter
enables improved D/d ratios, therefore Loups are less impacted by sharp bending.
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Samson Announces Sponsorship
of Crossfire Racing
Samson, worldwide leader in high-performance rope
with over 100 years of experience in the recreational
marine market, is pleased to announce the
sponsorship of Crossfire Racing.
Samson is thrilled to be partnering with this elite
team of committed sailors, working to help power
them through a successful racing season. Gavin
McWilliams, Samson Marketing Strategy Manager is pleased to begin this partnership, saying: "We
are very excited about being able to work with Crossfire, with plans to develop a great relationship.
Samson and Crossfire hold similar values: pushing ourselves to be the very best at what we do."
The Crossfire Racing team is set for a spectacular racing season in 2018, which began in
Duwamish Head in January, with the team placing in second. Nigel Barron, Crossfire Racing's
Boat Captain, said "Speaking on behalf of the entire Crossfire Racing team, we're very excited
about the sponsorship with Samson. Together, we continue to develop both the boat and the goals
of our sailing program over the coming year." To view Crossfire's 2018 schedule, please
visit www.crossfire-racing.com.
Crossfire Racing is a Corinthian yacht racing program focused on competing at the highest levels
in the sport while maintaining a commitment to sportsmanship and community development. The
boat is a Reichel-Pugh designed and McConaghy built custom race boat from Seattle, sailing
under the Sloop Tavern Yacht Club burgee. The crew is a dedicated team of experienced sailors
based in the Northwest, with a combined total experience of over 300 years sailing.

Honeywell Launches Spectra HC1000
To Provide Industry-Leading Rope
Performance Throughout Product Lifecycles
Honeywell recently announced the launch of Spectra®
HC1000, the newest version of its Spectra fiber that is
specifically designed for challenging applications that can
limit the product lifecycle of synthetic ropes.

The new fiber provides the rope industry's best cyclic
bend over sheave (CBOS) performance without
sacrificing other performance parameters such as
abrasion or tenacity. This combination of features
provides greater lifecycle value compared with rope
made with steel or other high-modulus polyethylene
(HMPE) fibers.
Continue Reading>>
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Industry News
The Long, Knotty, World-Spanning
Story of String
by Ferris Jabr
Originally published in Hakai Magazine
The void opened suddenly-a negative space where
there had once been sand. Kathryn Bard stuck her
hand straight through the gap and felt nothing but air. It just kept going. She considered her
surroundings: a slope of windblown sand near a terrace of fossilized coral 700 meters inland from
the modern-day Egyptian coast. The recess in front of her, Bard realized, was probably not a result
of geological processes; it was too deep. This was something else, something deliberate. Perhaps
a tomb. Or a gateway.
Throughout the winter of 2004, Bard, an archaeologist at Boston University, and a team of
excavators kept digging through the sand, eventually revealing a cave intentionally carved from
fossil coral. Over the next seven years, Bard and an international team of researchers unearthed
seven more caves, part of an ancient harbor called Saww, known as Wadi Gawasis today. The
ancient Egyptians probably used the caves as shelters and workshops between 2000 and 1750
BCE. Some of the caves contained limestone anchors, timber, steering oars, a bowl, and charred
barley seeds. In Cave 5, the researchers discovered a set of particularly stunning artifacts. Not a
fleet of intact ships, or protocompasses, or chests of gold and jewels; something much more
ordinary, yet indispensable for any seafaring nation-for any civilization.
Continue Reading>>

OIPEEC (International Organization
for the Study of Rope) CALL FOR
PAPERS
OIPEEC invites all engineers, scientist researchers and other people interested in ropes to share
their experience, knowledge and opinion with other experts from all over the world by presenting a
paper and short presentation at the OIPEEC Conference.
Conference topic areas
The topic includes all types of ropes (fibre, wire, hybrid) as well as all kinds of rope applications
(i.e. cranes, ropeways, offshore, elevators, construction, mine equipment, industrial ropes, etc.).
Papers and presentations to be related to design, inspection, maintenance, laboratory and on site
testing, or endurance.
Key Dates
Call of Papers
Abstract Submissions
Preliminary Acceptance
Program & Final Invitation
Paper Submission

Now
June 30, 3018
July 31, 2018
September 2018
November 15, 2018
Continue Reading>>

Upcoming Industry Events
Event

Date

Location

Venue

AWRF 2018 Spring
General Meeting

April 22-25, 2018

Paradise Valley, AZ

Scottsdale Omni
Resorts

Offshore Technology
Conference

April 30 - May 3, 2018 Houston, TX

NRG Park

WSTDA 2018 Annual
Meeting

May 7-9, 2018

Naples, FL

Naples Grande Beach
Resort

Cordage Institute
Annual Conference
2018

May 21-23, 2018

San Diego, CA

Rancho Bernardo Inn

WSTDA 2018 Fall
Meeting

October 1-3, 2018

Denver, CO

Magnolia Hotel

AWRF 2018 Fall
General Meeting

October 14-17, 2018

San Antonio, TX

Hyatt Regency

OCEANS 2018
Conference

October 22-25, 2018

Charleston, SC

Charleston Area
Convention Center

International Workboat November 28-30,
Show
2018

New Orleans, LA

Ernest N. Morial
Convention Center

OIPEEC Conference
2019

Amsterdam, Netherlands n/a

March 12-15, 2019
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